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Second quarterly report (January to march) 

Our second quarterly started in January 2015, we restart the year with all our 
team which was a good thing, and it rejuvenated the spirit that we finished the year 
with when we took a Christmas break. We evaluated the event we hosted and we 
were so impressed with our achievement, we organized to give thanks to all the 
other NGOs who worked with us to raise awareness in our community. We as Good 
Shepard mission partners attended the evaluation for the all projects at the madidi 
center, we coached and motivated each other to do much better in the New Year. We 
also attended report back from one of our mission partner of whom attended the 
networking trip with the other countries at France early from November to 
December. 

 

February was the slavery month within the church, as we celebrated saint Bakhita 
a   saint of slavery within the Catholic Church. We invited without chains team to 
our pastoral to give saint Bakhita and human trafficking awareness. We learned 
from Sister Clara and her team, they are our mentors they are best at it they made 
it so simple for us to take it from there going forward.  

Same month we were invited to attend the march at Johannesburg dioceses in 
REGINAH MUNDI for human trafficking awareness. We learned that we are not 
only centered within Catholic Church since we saw a lot of different churches like 
Methodist church and salvation army amongst others. She my sister, his my 
brother it was the theme that touched me a lot. 

As kgolagano we managed to go to our first church to give our first presentation at 
soshanguve block xx saint Ambrose, we were not that confident with Bakhita 
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as we were with human trafficking presentation. Even the second church same day 
at holy spouses it was easy to go from church to church because it was the same 
parish priest in the pastoral Fr Geoffrey Mukhumbata who was at our first 
event. 

We continued with the church awareness the following even the month getting 
better and better week by week. Saints Anne and Joachim it was our destination to 
do our presentation and saint Mary Magdalene. Sello went to attend the human 
trafficking prayer at Hatfield. Invited by national freedom network. He was the only 
man amongst women and managed to network with other groups. We were also 
preparing to attend all night prayer with freedom climbers 27 hour prayer. In 
MONTANA we attended the prayer it was something different we Skype with the 
people we with us in other different countries USA, AUSTRALIA and 
Tanzania people who were praying and climbing. We managed to meet social who 
work in the community Basetsana Mpete.  MANOTSHE MODUNE 
SECONDARY SCOOL was our first school in 2015.   
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